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The advantages of self-assembled quantum dot (QD) materials can be exploited in multisection mode-locked
(ML) lasers which are able to generate stable high intensity picoseconds and sub-picosecond pulses [1]. In this
work, we study experimentally and theoretically, strongly asymmetric ML pulses generated by an edge-emitting
QD ML laser consisting of a reverse biased saturable absorber (SA) and a forward biased gain section. To
describe dynamics of this device we use the traveling wave model [2], which takes into account carrier exchange
between the carrier reservoir (CR), ground state (GS), and excited state (ES) of the QDs [3].

Fig. 1 Calculated (a) and measured (b,c) ML pulsations
for different gain section injection currents and fixed
voltage of the SA section. (a): Calculated local minima and
maxima (bullets) and time-averaged value (solid line) of
the emitted field intensity in dependence on IG. Top: ML
pulsations at IG = 40, 80 and 120 mA. (b): Experimental
autocorrelation measurements. (c): Corresponding pulse
shape reconstructions using FROG technique.

Fig. 2 Modal analysis of a simulated ML regime. (a):
Calculated time trace of the emitted field intensity (thick
gray) and its reconstruction using 50, 20 and 4 modes with
largest amplitudes (thin). (b): Bullets give a parametric
representation of the modal phases (above) and amplitudes
(below) vs. modal wavelengths. Optical spectrum of the
emitted field is shown by solid line. Bullets of different
size indicate modes used for the field reconstruction in
panel (a).

Our particular attention is drawn to the study of the pulses having a broad trailing edge plateaux (TEP) [4].
The theoretical and experimental results on formation and broadening of TEP with an increase of the injection
currents IG is represented in Fig. 1. Our theoretical analysis shows that the TEP in QD lasers arise mainly due to
non-instant carrier transitions between the CR, ES and GS of the QDs. These multiple finite-time transitions
slow-down the carrier exchange between the electrically pumped CR and the photon generating GS of QD, act as
a filtering, and lead to a homogenization of the carrier and photon distributions along the gain section. To reveal
the role of separate optical modes in ML regimes with strongly asymmetric pulses we have performed a modal
analysis [5]. This analysis reveals a role of a few most powerful central modes (blue curve and bullets in Fig. 2):
the strong asymmetry in the pulse shape appears not only due to larger amplitudes of these modes but also due to
specific phase relations between these modes and the rest of the optical spectrum. The pulses with a strongly
enhanced TEP can be represented as a superposition of a usual pulsating ML state formed by a large number of
longitudinal modes and phase-shifted pulsations comprising only a few optical modes.
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